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Joint business plans or customer business plans have been a significant focus for Consumer Packaged Goods 
(CPG) companies and their retail partners for more than a decade. In theory, they provide a platform for a 
constructive dialogue on delivering profitable growth for both parties inside the framework of mutually agreed 
long term strategies. In practice, these lofty goals are often side-lined and the “business plan” is a trading 
agreement capturing the investment from the brand owner alongside the business drivers the retail partner is 
prepared to support. 

The business plans have joint KPIs and are regularly reviewed by retail partners to ensure the brand owners 
are delivering on their financial commitments. However, the retail partners’ execution of the business plan is 
often less frequently considered which can mean that opportunities are missed to flag early and maximize the 
value creation from the sales drivers in the plan.

Because of these gaps there is a clear 
opportunity to transform the conversation with 
customers to have a continuous dialogue on 
execution and driving incremental sales growth.



The ethos of joint business planning is about a strategic collaboration with retail partners to define a mutual growth 
strategy which ultimately delivers both parties’ commercial objectives. This approach requires significant investment 
in time and resources from the brand owner and a high level of engagement from the customer. Together the retailer 
and CPG company can make better investments to improve returns, rather than pursuing separate initiatives that are 
unaligned to each of their goals. 

This strategic approach may not be possible or desirable with all customers. For many brand owners, joint business 
planning is the label given to the annual trading negotiations with retailers. In some markets, the term “joint” has 
been dropped to reflect the lower focus on the mutuality of the plan and the emphasis is placed on meeting the retail 
partner’s KPIs. 

Globally, CPG companies spend $*1 trillion on trade spend annually, with it being frequently the second largest line item 
on the P&L after cost of goods sold. The trade promotional plan is one of the key pillars of a business plan, yet 67% of 
promotional investment fails to break-even. This has caused increased scrutiny on the promotional spend with brand 
owners investing in trade promotion management (TPM) and optimization (TPO) tools.

TPM tools enable CPG companies to track promotional investment by SKU/by event ensuring the brand owner is able 
accrue and report trade investment accurately. Comparing the trade promotional spend to the actual incremental 
sales generated by the promotional event, cost of goods sold and logistics costs means a return on investment 
(ROI) calculation can be performed. This is typically evaluated in a TPO tool to shine a light on the underperforming 
promotions and highlight future activity that generate unattractive returns. However, the root cause of negative 
promotion profitability is often connected to the original business plan negotiations. 
This is typically driven by a lack of transparency on the performance expectations between the brand owner and the 
retail partner from the promotional plan.

Why Measuring Business Plan Compliance is Important

Transforming the Customer Conversation on Business Plan Compliance | 1*1 Market Guide for Trade Promotion Management and
Optimization (Gartner, August 10, 2015)



Business plans should contain all the levers that will affect the brand owner’s ability to drive incremental sales. Once 
these have been defined, the CPG company can start negotiations on the level of investment available, assuming there is 
an appropriate “bargaining arena” based on the current net pricing. 

These negotiations can be protracted and take many months, with the nature of the negotiation dependent on the 
existing relationship with the retailer and the market “norms” of behavior. It is important to establish a reward for 
performance philosophy in the business plan to link payment of investments to compliance, particularly if these 
investments can be agreed on a per store basis.

Once the business plan is agreed by both parties, the focus shifts to executing the plan and establishing a process for 
regularly reviewing the mutual business performance versus plan. As the plan is executed, Electronic Point of Sale (EPOS) 
data enables the CPG company to track the actual sales performance and margin the plan is delivering. These are often 
recorded in a standard customer template and a series of KPIs tracked across time which become the primary focus of 
the discussion between the brand owner and the customer.

The return on investment for a business plan depends on the accuracy of the assumptions underpinning the growth 
drivers in the plan. These are driven by base assortment increases, new product introductions, increased space and 
promotional feature which need to deliver to predefined levels for the investment in the business plan to yield a return. 

In the spirit of collaboration, each of the drivers in the business plan needs to be measured to ensure the agreed activity 
is being fully executed. Any under-performance versus the anticipated plan needs to be assessed and compliance issues 
identified and addressed as rapidly as possible. 

In practice, the volatility in the marketplace and the impact on promotional strategy changes by the retail partner and 
the brand owner mean that the business plan is constantly evolving during the execution phase. The challenge is to 
ensure that the mutual commercial targets are still being delivered by measuring compliance of the retail partner’s 
stores to the agreed plans.
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Real Time Analysis of 
EPoS Data to Identify 
Compliance Issues
Over the last ten years the more enlightened retail 
partners are making their EPoS (Electronic Point of Sale) 
data available through Internet portals to enable CPG 
companies to be able to review sales performance for 
their own products. Fortunately, this trend for greater 
collaboration between CPGs and retailers is increasing 
due to the mutual benefit of improving on shelf 
availability (OSA).

This gives information about the number of units and 
value of sales passing through the checkouts of every 
store in the retailer’s estate. Often this can be accessed 
directly on demand via a supplier specific portal in near 
real time, typically early in the morning for the previous 
day’s sales. The aggregated data is used by suppliers to 
track the Retail Sales Value (RSV) performance against 
the customer’s business plan targets.

However, this rather high-level performance assessment 
can mask a series of executional issues which destroy 
value for both parties and are worthy of further analysis. 
The EPoS data provides visibility to performance issues 
at the point of purchase to identify stores not ranging 
the anticipated assortment or promotions misfiring. This 
granular assessment of store level performance against 
the business plan enables CPG companies to manage 
in-flight execution with the retail partners. 

It is also possible to have a holistic view of the end to 
end supply chain with some retailers also providing 
information about SKU (product) stock levels throughout 
their supply chain, which enables even more detailed 
insights to be derived. This is particularly relevant for 
promotion activity and new product introductions.

• Units in Central Depots
• Units in Regional Depots
• Stock in Regional Depot or Allocated to

a Specific Store
• Stock in Regional Depot Allocated to a

Specific Store
• Stock in Transit to a Specific Store

• Stock in Store

This information can be used to highlight potential 
issues before they occur. For example, if the planned 
date for a promotion in store is approaching and stock 
hasn’t moved from central to regional depots, or some 
stores have only limited stock and not across the full 
range of SKUs being featured in a display. Again, using 
these insights in real time can prevent significant 
executional issues from occurring.

Typical Information Provided is:
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Common Mistakes That Brands Owners Can Make
Before contemplating some potential solutions, it is worth considering the most common mistakes that brand owners 
can experience in customer business plan negotiations. 

Selling and negotiating skills are critical competencies to be effective in creating successful business plans with retail 
partners. However, the process for developing these skills is well understood and it is outside the scope of this white 
paper to discuss further. The following areas are highlighted as they are often overlooked or placed in the ‘too difficult to 
attempt’ box:

Trading terms typically evolve organically over a period of years and 
represent the result of multiple negotiations with retail partners. This 
can result in investments which are overly responsive to customer needs 
and set by historical precedent. Rather than being focused on rewarding 
performance for a retailer executing the business drivers in brand 
owners’ plans. Making payments based on measurable criteria being 
delivered, for example the number of stores executing a defined activity, 
could significantly improve ROI.

1. Trading Terms are Not Focused on
Rewarding Performance

Promotions are often scrutinized and need to pass through an internal 
sign off process prior to being proposed to the customer. The customer 
management team can sometimes use the customer business plan 
as an umbrella to defend poor ROI activity arguing that the overall 
business plan is attractive for the CPG company. This leads to the wrong 
behavior and often poor ROI promotions for the brand owner are also 
margin diluting for the retail partner and needs to be challenged. If post 
promotion analysis is not automated then this task is often deprioritized 
and valuable learnings for both parties are lost.

2. Promotions are Not Evaluated Pre
and Post Execution

Revenue management teams are focused on creating value by increasing 
the value realization per case and ensuring promotional strategies meet 
shopper missions. These promotional strategies are developed primarily 
by considering category and shopper insights and attempt to increase 
the mutual profitability of both parties. Unfortunately, these can lead to 
strategies being developed which are exciting conceptually but difficult 
to execute in retail, causing substantive compliance issues during the 
execution phase.

3. Ineffective Revenue Management



In concentrated retail markets, the balance of power during negotiations 
feels very lopsided with CPG companies under pressure to grow to meet 
shareholder expectations. It is important to recognize that brands play 
an important role in driving footfall and creating excitement in retailers’ 
categories. While it is important not to be perceived as arrogant during 
business plan negotiations, the customer management team needs to 
recognize the balance of power is more balanced than perceived. Ensuring 
that business plans are mutually attractive and that individual promotional 
activities must generate a positive ROI in isolation are good tests of a CPG 
organization’s ability to leverage the strength of their brands.

4. Failing to Recognize the Power of the Supplier’s Brands

The first step on the journey to change the customer conversation is 
to measure compliance to the business plan agreement. Measuring 
this at the granular level of the store builds common ground with retail 
partners. Unsurprisingly, retail collaborators are also very interested in 
store level compliance. This enables a powerful dialogue between the 
brand owner and the retailer to commence on in-flight executional issues 
and be recognized in the on-going negotiation of the business plan.

5. Not Measuring Compliance

This issue is characterized by a lack of planning prior to the business 
plan negotiations and failing to engage the retail collaborators in a 
constructive process. Often joint value creation opportunities sit outside 
the classic “bow tie” customer engagement model *2 and require 
a multi-functional selling team approach to manage the customer 
relationship. Once this has been established, it is easier to develop 
mutually beneficial projects outside of the classic trading discussions 
which can deliver incremental value for retail partners.

6. Failing to Recognize Joint Value Creation Opportunities
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all functional boundaries.
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Resolving Problems at 
Head Office Level
Having identified the common mistakes driving poor 
business plan outcomes, the next step is to identify the 
most appropriate action to take. Brand owners are able to 
access EPoS data for their own brands directly from retail 
partners. Algorithms can be used to analyze the EPoS data 
and identify patterns in the data to suggest root causes of 
any performance issue.

Analysis of the EPoS data can identify whether an 
executional issue is endemic across a retail partner’s 
estate or is only apparent in a small number of random 
stores. Endemic issues tend to be caused by mistakes 
in communications to stores or central teams being 
unable to secure the activity agreed in the business 
plan. Both require different strategies to resolve and 
in this section I will focus primarily on issues caused by 
miscommunication.

For an issue to be raised with the head office team of a 
retailer, the scale of the problem must be substantive 
and supported by compelling evidence. The retail partner 
will require store address details and the lost sales value 
(LSV) for resolving to raise with their retail operations 
colleagues. 

The on-going dialogue between a supplier’s logistics team 
and their relevant counterparts in the retailer means 
that the availability issues caused by lack of inventory 
are relatively straightforward to resolve by allocating 
stock in the supply chain. This is enabled by having strong 
relationships with retail and sharing actionable insights on 
current performance.

The product assortment is normally a priority for CPG 
companies with base sales driving a positive margin mix to 
the business. Brand owners typically agree to a number of 
stores or distribution points by SKU as part of the business 
plan, specifying the category of stores that a SKU will be 
available in. These can be monitored by analyzing the scan 
data to identify SKUs with zero scan sales in stores across 
three or more consecutive days implying a distribution 
issue. The inference can be strengthened even further 
should the retail partner also supply stock data by store. 
This enables the CPG to drill down further to suggest the 
root cause of the distribution issue.

Persistently high levels of OSA issues on a SKU across a 
significant number of stores suggest that the category 
planogram is suboptimal. This can be caused by insufficient 

facings and consequently inventory to meet shopper 
demand during peak times. Proving this by demonstrating 
the lost sales value and being able to highlight the list 
of stores suffering the OSA issue makes this insight 
actionable.

EPoS data can track uplifts at the SKU and the store level, 
versus both a baseline for the store and similar stores in 
its cohort or control group. This approach can be used 
to model the lost sales value (LSV) for a promotion in 
the business plan. During the promotion, each store 
can be marked as compliant or non-compliant and a 
picture of the opportunity for the store emerges. The 
total LSV can be assessed by aggregating all the store 
level opportunities both live “in-flight” and then post 
the promotion. In-flight performance enables a real time 
conversation with the buyer responsible for category 
sales to either address the root cause or alternatively 
provides the facts to ensure the level of store compliance 
is reflected in the investment paid for the promotion.

Dashboards can be deployed to monitor performance in 
real time. In this example, a series of automated charts 
shows the promotional sales (units or value), baseline 
sales, incremental sales and percentage uplift of the entire 
retailer estate, as well as allowing a click through to the 
individual banner or store. 

This specific dashboard uses sophisticated algorithms to 
calculate LSV for distribution issues and can be used to 
track new product introductions. These dashboards can 
be configured to provide actionable insights on retail 
execution for CPG customer development teams. This 
ensures that compliance issues are identified early and 
appropriate action are taken to remedy any issues.
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Leveraging New Technology 
to Improve Understanding of Compliance

As we have identified earlier, CPG companies are investing significantly in customer business plans to drive business 
growth. In the previous section, we examined the opportunity to intervene at head office where the executional issues 
were endemic across the retail estate. However, many executional issues are caused by implementation issues at store 
level and require store level actions to be taken to resolve. The level of investment coupled with the size of the LSV 
associated with the store level compliance makes a compelling business case for field sales resources. The cost of field 
sales resources is expensive and to ensure a positive return on investment (ROI) it is critical that the resources are 
focused on the highest value creating priorities in store.

Store level EPoS data by SKU can be analyzed to identify opportunities to improve performance and calculate LSV by 
store. The calculation of LSV is based on a projection of the sales value lost from the issue remaining unfixed for a 
defined time period. The LSV enables the compliance issues to be prioritized and for the algorithm to suggest a root 
cause. These specific compliance issues can be used to generate alerts to field sales personnel and to be focused over 
standard auditing. In the attached example, the 20:20: RDI sales alerts not only identifies the specific compliance issue 
but also provides the field personnel with sales collateral to improve their ability to positively influence the outcome. 

One of the roles undertaken by field sales resources is to audit the fixture manually, capturing the facings and availability 
of the brand owner’s range. Digital image recognition technology enables field resources to automatically capture the 
number of facings by SKU for a category. This raw data can be analyzed to provide store level insights on share of shelf 
space and aggregated at the banner level. Share of space is strongly correlated with sales performance and is used by 
CPG companies as a leading indicator of business performance.

Unsurprisingly, share of shelf space is an important KPI for all sales organizations to measure at a market level and at a 
banner level. Including share of share space targets in the customer business plan has multiple benefits for the brand 
owner. It provides an opportunity to engage the retail partner in planogram discussions and execute the perfect store 
program. Although for leading suppliers with strong shares in specific categories, the share of space expectations need to 
conform with market legal requirements.
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Conclusion

Real-Time Actionable Insights Enable CPG Companies to Improve the 
Performance of Their Business Plan Compliance

Leveraging EPoS data to identify actionable insights enables CPG companies to identify executional issues in real time. 
With the level of compliance at store level, having a material impact on the business plan performance provides CPG 
companies with an opportunity to demonstrate leadership on resolving execution issues. 

This can be achieved by influencing head office level personnel to ensure a remedy is developed or by deploying field 
sales resources to fix the issue at store level. Using big data to ensure that business plans deliver the expected return for 
both parties will become a future differentiator of performance with brand owners.
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About 20:20 Retail Data Insight (RDI)

20:20 Retail Data Insight 
(RDI) was established to 
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consumer goods companies by 
analyzing retailers’ Electronic 
Point of Sale (EPoS) data. In 
recent years, a growing number of enlightened 
retailers have made this data available to suppliers, 
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customer service. We also have a worldwide 
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Visit 2020rdi.com or email info@2020rdi.com to 
learn more.



20:20 Retail Data Insight offers a 30-minute consultation and demo. We’ll share best practices and intelligence on improving 
execution and maximizing promotional ROI. Our team has worked successfully with organizations ranging from small and mid-size 

companies to Fortune 100 corporations, to improve sales, forecasting and ROI.

SCHEDULE A CONSULTATION OR DEMO
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